Reply to reviewers:
SC1: "The main paper must give the model name and version number (or other unique
identifier) in the title."
The title of the paper has been modified to “InundatEd-v1.0: A Large-scale Flood Risk Modeling
System on a Big-data - Discrete Global Grid System Framework”

RC1:
1. The paper presents a simple flood modelling framework model based on HAND to predict
flood levels in two watersheds in Ontario and Quebec using a big-data discrete global grid
systems-based architecture with a web-GIS platform. The authors indicate that the
combination of simple conceptual flood method with big-data approaches remains largely
uninvestigated, but they don’t make a clear demonstration of what their big-data processing
system brings that cannot be accomplished by existing large-scale flood modelling methods
at the continental scale.
Our discrete global grid-based flood modeling approach addresses multiple computation- related
concerns that often arise in large-scale flood modeling systems. These solutions and developments,
listed below, have been incorporated into the manuscript’s introduction and highlight the novel
aspects of our approach and its application. The relevant text, are copied below:
“A recently developed DGGS-based data model and modelling environment is one such system
which implements a multi-resolution hexagon tiling data structure within a hybrid relational
database environment (Robertson, Chaudhuri, Hojati, & Roberts, 2020). Notably, and in contrast
to previous systems, the only special installation entailed by the DGGS-based data spatial model
is a relational database. As such, DGGS-based data model is agnostic and can be ported to any
software-hardware architecture as long as it supports a relational database system The system
exploits the hardware capability of the database itself which can potentially incorporate the
following: GPU(s), distributed storage, and a cloud database. In this paper we employ the IDEAS
framework for the efficient computation, simulation, analysis, and mapping of flood events for
risk mitigation in a Canadian context. As such, the novelty of this study is threefold: 1) the
presentation of the new DGGS-based data model , 2) the contribution of this big-data approach to
the field of flood modelling, and 3) the presentation of a web-interface which lets user compute
the inundation on the fly based on input discharge for select Canadian regions where flood risk
maps are either not publicly available or do not exist. Moreover, the properties and structure of the
DGGS-base spatial data model address a number of challenges and limitations faced by previous
flood modelling approaches in the literature. For instance, it is modular, making it easy to switch
between RFFA-based, HAND-based, or alternative models without sacrificing the consistency of
the framework. Likewise, the method by which Manning’s n is calculated can be easily
interchanged. Another novel aspect of this framework is the incorporation of Land Use Land Cover
data in the estimation of the roughness coefficient Manning’s n. This is in contrast to the literature,

wherein a constant value or a channel-specific value of Manning’s n is typically used (Afshari et
al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2018). In terms of the tradeoff between model complexity and computation
power as discussed above, the IDEAS framework uses an integer-based addressing system which
makes it orders of magnitude more efficient than that of other, more traditional spatial data models.
This, in turn, benefits any and all spatial computations associated with flood modelling. Finally,
whereas most major spatial computations entail specialized software/code, in the DGGS-based
method the spatial relationship is embedded in the spatial-data model itself. Thus, the spatial
relationships need not be considered beyond the use of certain rules of the spatial-data model. ”
2. There is little mention of uncertainty concerning flood estimates in this study, and some of
the discrepancies between theoretical and estimated values (e.g. Figure 7b; Figure 8 for
large return periods) are dismissed without enough analysis on the implications on the
predicted flood zones. The justification for some methodological steps needs to be
improved, for example, the Lotter method, which is used here despite being singled out in
the cited reference (Tullis, 2012) as the only approach “not recommended for use”.
The discrepancy in what is now Figure 4b arose primarily from the limited resolution (number of
decimal places in lat-long) of the station location information; incorrect reporting of station
locations and/or their drainage area (Environment Canada reported the drainage area as 0 for
multiple stations); and sometimes wrongly snapping stations to the tributaries rather than to the
main river, particularly in cases involving a wide river channel or braided river. For example,
station 02LA012 (a, below) intersects one of the drainage tributaries in the model, but actually it
is a part of the main river. Station 02KE002 (b, below) is almost a kilometre away from the main
river by location. We earlier employed a 300m search radius to search for the nearest river for
every station, but in the borderline cases this method failed. However, this does not affect the
model itself, as we have used the station-specific drainage areas reported by Environment Canada
to create the regional regression model. Section 3.1 has been edited to include this brief discussion.
Additionally, we have copied below (c) a version of Figure 4b which resulted from manually
selecting the channel for each station. The strong positive correlation (0.99) indicates that the
discrepancy was location-related, as opposed to a shortcoming of our network delineation process.

c) Figure 4b using manual snapping:

With respect to the theoretical vs estimated quantiles, the assumption of homogeneity for the
entire watershed is one of the major sources of disagreement. Estimations of higher return
periods, considering the 5T rule, would require more observations. However, further subsampling the stations into regional homogeneous groups would have reduced the data quantity
significantly for each group. Therefore, we decided to do it for the entire catchment.
Unfortunately, this substantially affected the higher quantiles of the estimated discharge. We
have added a discussion to this effect in Section 3.1. It is copied below:
“However, and as shown in Figure 5, the theoretical and estimated quantiles deviate at lower RP
values than the 5T threshold for both stations. This disagreement between the theoretical and
estimated quantiles recalls the assumption of homogeneity for each watershed (Burn, 1997) estimations of higher return periods, considering the 5T rule, would require more observations.
However, further sub-sampling the stations into regional homogeneous groups would have
reduced the data quantity substantially for each group.”

3. The paper is very long, with several figures, and could be better synthesized to focus on
the novelties brought by this study, since there are many other large-scale flood modelling
approaches now available. I made suggestions to remove some figures below. I believe that
a shorter version, which would include the CSI to better compare with other large-scale
flood modelling approaches, could be acceptable for publication once the comments
identified below have been addressed.
We have substantially reduced the number of figures and included the CSI comparison.
4. Line 71: The list of references for simpler models cited here should include large-scale
flood modelling approach such as LISFLOOD-FP that have been used successfully to
produce flood maps at the continental scale (e.g. Wing al. 2017). Also, one of the cited
references (Oubennaceur et al. 2019) state on p. 46 that “Inundation maps of the Richelieu
River were derived with the 2D simulator H2D2” (where H2D2 is a 2D hydrodynamic

model). If I understand well their approach, they used this model’s results to develop a
simple power function relating discharge to water surface elevation, but it is not clear how
they could have obtained this relationship without the H2D2 model. Therefore, can this
study be considered a “simple conceptual model”?
We agree the use of H2D2 when estimating the parameters of the model should be
considered when calling the model “simple conceptual”. We changed the terminology accordingly
and the edited text is copied below:
“A class of model which uses the output of a more complex model as a means of calibrating a
relatively simpler model is also gaining popularity (Oubennaceur et al., 2019).”
5. Line 171: What is the resolution of the DEM, and what is the vertical accuracy? The LULC
data should also be described in more detail (resolution, accuracy). The drainage area of
both watersheds (Grand River and Ottawa River) should also be provided here (this
information is given in Table 2 which is only presented on line 377).
We have revised the introduction of the input data to include the resolutions of the DEM and LULC
data (both 30m x 30m, respectively) and the vertical accuracy of the DEM (0.34 m ± 6.22 m, i.e.,
10 m at 90 percent confidence level). The drainage areas of the Grand River watershed (6,800
square kilometers (Li et al., 2016) and the Ottawa River watershed (146,000 square kilometres,
Nix (1987)) have also been added. The edited text and full references for the citations in this answer
are copied below.
“The following GIS input data were obtained from Natural Resources Canada for the Grand River
and Ottawa River watersheds and cropped to their respective drainage areas of 6,800 square
kilometres and 146,000 square kilometers: Digital Elevation Models (Canada Centre for Mapping
and Earth Observation, 2015); river network vector shapefiles (Strategic Policy and Innovation
Centre, 2019); and Land Use Land Cover (LULC) (Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, 2019).
Figure 1 shows the input Digital Elevation Model with elevation values given in metres, and the
dams and gauging stations used in this study. The resolution of the DEM and LULC data is 30m
x 30m. The vertical accuracy of the DEM is 0.34 m ± 6.22 m, i.e., 10 m at the 90% confidence
level. The vertical datum used is the Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 2013 (CGVD2013).
The stations used for station-level discharge comparison are labeled in Figure 1.”

Li, Z., Huang, G., Wang, X., Han, J., Fan, Y. (2016). Impacts of future climate change on river
discharge based on hydrological interference: a case study of the Grand River Watershed in
Ontario, Canada. Science of the Total Environment, 548-549, 198-210.
Nix, G. A. (1987). Management of the Ottawa River Basin. Water International, 12(4), 183-188.

6. Line 174: It would be useful to add the (32 and 54) gauging stations used in the analysis
for both watersheds on Figure 1. Why is the legend for topography for the Ottawa River
starting at a negative value (-71 m)?
Figure 1 is modified accordingly and is copied below. Additionally, the legends have been changed
to a continuous scale. The Ottawa River watershed has a couple of quarries (eg. 45.640691, 73.545042) which have elevation of below the datum. We pitfilled those for hydrology processing.
However, we have plotted the raw DEM here.
7. Line 198: Is the density of gauging station in Canada comparable to that in Norway in the
study of Hailegeorgis and Alfredsen (2017), and does this make a difference in our
confidence in a regional approach in Canada? The reference should be Dalrymple (instead
of Darlymple).
In the interest of clarity, we consider gauge density in terms of the method used by WMO (2008)
(full citation below) as SGD=DA/N where SGD is stream gauge density, DA is watershed drainage
and N is the number of gauges.
WMO (World Meteorological Organization). 2008. Guide to Hydrological Practices, vol I, 6th
edn. Geneva: World Meteorological Organization. WMO 168.
We can’t comment on the difference in gauging density of networks between Hailegeorgis and
Alfredsen (2017) and our studies. This is because Hailegeorgis and Alfredsen (2017) created
multiple catchments with outlets to individual stations as part of their modelling process, whereas
we have modelled each study watershed (Grand River and Ottawa River) in its entirety using
multiple stations. Overall, there are many differences between the two contexts and methodologies
which makes any attempt at 1:1 comparison redundant in terms of station density. However, we
are able to compare in terms of the average station upstream area.
Hailegeorgis and Alfredsen (2017) used an average station upstream area of 449.03 sq km. Our
methodology yielded an average upstream area of 581.17 sq km for the Grand River watershed
and 3015.4 sq km for the Ottawa River watershed. The SGD values are 212.5 sq km/gauge in the
Grand River watershed and 2703.7 sq km/gauge for the Ottawa River watershed.
The Dalrymple reference has been corrected in the manuscript and references list.
8. Lines 215-216: “Only stations with a period of record >= 10 years of annual maximum
discharge were maintained (n = 32 and n = 54, respectively).” A minimum of 10 years of
annual maximum discharge values seems very low (the minimum in Hailegeorgis and
Alfredsen, 2017 was 22 years). It would also be useful to add “for the Grand River and
Ottawa River watersheds” before “respectively” as it is not obvious in this sentence.

The threshold of a minimum of 10 years of annual maximum discharge values was selected based
on England et al. (2018) (full citation below). This threshold is also employed in Faulkner, Warren,
& Burn (2016) (full citation below). While we acknowledge that increasing the threshold, for
instance to 22 years, would increase the data quality, this would also decrease the quantity of data
available. For instance, a threshold of 10 years yields 1248 values of annual maximum discharge
in the Grand River watershed, whereas a threshold of 22 years would reduce this to 1084. For the
Ottawa River watershed, the quantity of data would drop from 1487 to 1068 records. This
reduction, in turn, impacts the return periods which can be reasonably estimated, per the 5T rule.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the 5T rule states that, to estimate the quantiles of a given return period
T, a minimum of 5T years of annual maximum discharge data are required. Using the numbers
from the Grand River watershed, the estimable return period would drop from approximately 248
years to approximately 216 years. Based on these considerations and the previous uses of a 10 year
minimum in the literature, we deemed this to be an appropriate trade-off between data quality and
data quantity. Of course, and as with other aspects of the modelling process, the InundatEd
framework can easily incorporate methodological changes, including an increase in the minimum
numbers of years of annual maximum discharge.

The order of the watersheds has been specified as requested. The edited text is copied below:
“Only stations with a period of record >= 10 years of annual maximum discharge were
maintained (n = 32 and n = 54 respectively for the Grand River watershed and the Ottawa
River watershed) (England et al. (2018); Faulkner, Warren, & Burn (2016)).”

England, J.F., Jr., Cohn, T.A., Faber, B.A., Stedinger, J.R., Thomas, W.O., Jr., Veilleux, A.G.,
Kiang, J.E., & Mason, R.R., Jr. (2018). Guidelines for determining flood flow frequency Bulletin 17C (ver. 1.1). U. S. Geological Survey Techniques and Methods, book 4, chap. B5, 148
p.https://doi.org/10.3133/tm4B5.
Faulkner, D., Warren, S., & Burn, D. (2016). Design floods for all of Canada. Canadian Water
Resources Journal, 41(3), 398-411. 10.1080/07011784.2016.1141665.
9. Line 217: Providing the median or average period of records for both watersheds would be
useful.
We have added the median periods of record for both watersheds. For the Grand River watershed,
the median period of record is 50 years. For the Ottawa River watershed, the median period of
record is 36 years. The updated text is copied below:
“The minimum, median, and maximum periods of record for the Grand River watershed were 12,
50, and 86 years, respectively. Periods of record for the Ottawa River watershed ranged from a
minimum of 10 years to a maximum of 58 years with a median of 36 years.”

10. Lines 246-247 : “ for use in a watershed where the flow has been modelled due to human
abstraction is a fundamental step of the analysis process and must account for disturbancerelated changes to the extreme value characteristics of the flow”. It is not clear what you
mean by “modelled due to human abstraction” in the context of the two studies watersheds,
or what disturbance-related changes are expected, so providing more information here
would be useful (some of that information is presented later in Table 2). The Ottawa River,
for example, is a very large watershed, with its upstream parts mainly forested, so you need
to clarify what disturbances have affected its hydrology since in Table 2 you indicate only
6% farmland and < 2% developed.

The flow modification due to flow abstractions are listed below;
The Grand River watershed includes 11 overflow weirs (catchment area 36 - 5499 sq km); 8 flow
control and flow augmentation structures (catchment area 2.7 - 6480 sq km); and 13 small dams
(catchment area 1.8 - 2052 sq km).
For the Ottawa River watershed, solely dam information was available. A total of 26 dams are
situated here, with the catchment area ranging from 7.3 sq km to 147,401 sq km.
These dams and flow augmentations have altered the flow significantly. The dams can effectively
reduce the downstream flow in the downstream while raising the upstream water level. In terms of
flood inundation, this can have a significant impact.

A number of human impacts have been added to this sanction to clarify our meaning. The updated
text are copied below:
“The selection of a suitable probability distribution model – a common tool in hydrologic
modelling studies (Langat et al., 2019; Singh, 2015)-for use in a watershed where the flow has
been modified due to human impact – whether via development of built up areas, agriculture, road
building, resource extraction activities such as forestry and mining, or flow abstraction in terms of
dams and weirs is a fundamental step of the analysis process and must account for disturbancerelated changes to the extreme value characteristics of the flow. Sometimes, natural hydrologic
peaks, such as the spring freshet, are exacerbated by antecedent conditions such as large snowpacks
and frozen soils, resulting in substantial flood events.”
11. Lines 249-250: Here again, it would help to clarify what artificial abstraction you are
referring to and how this is supposed to affect extreme value characteristics of the flow. If
we look at the causes of the major floods of 2017 and 2019 in the Ottawa watersheds, they
look mainly natural (very snowy winter followed by very wet spring, with deeply frozen
soil due to very cold temperatures in the autumn, thus limiting infiltration).

We have revised the manuscript accordingly - please see the response to RC1 #10.
12. Line 259 : “ Per assumption c of the index flood method…”. More information is needed
to understand what assumption c entails. A reference would also be useful.
We have revised the manuscript to clarify assumption c. are copied below:
“With respect to assumption c of the index flood method, which assumes that a regional growth
curve can be applied to a homogenous area as outlined above, we attempted to fit a distribution to
the ratio of the annual maximum discharge values at each station to the corresponding index flood.
Hailegeorgis and Alfredsen (2017) discussed a regionalization procedure which ensures the
homogeneity of the station-level data over any region. However, due to the limited availability of
the discharge data we avoided such sub-sampling and carried out the index flood method at the
entire watershed scale (Faulkner, Warren, & Burn 2016). This, however, has impacted the upper
quantiles of the flood estimation when comparing to the station level data.”
Please note also that all three assumptions (a,b, and c) were introduced in old manuscript (copied
below):
“The index flood approach entails the following assumptions: a) the flood quantiles at any
hydrometric site can be segregated into two components – an index flood and regional growth
curve (RGC) -; b) the index flood at a given location relates to the (sub)catchment characteristics
via a power-scaling equation, either in a simpler case which considers only upstream contributory
area or in a more complex case which incorporates land use/ land cover, soil, and climate
information; and c) within a homogeneous region the departure/ratio between the index flood and
discharge at hydrometric sites yields a single regional growth curve which can relate the discharge
and return period (Hailegeorgis & Alfredsen, 2017)”
13. Line 262 : Qi needs to be defined and Qtilde should be more clearly defined as the median
annual maximum discharge.
Both Qi and Qtilde were defined within the following excerpt of Section 2.2.2:
“ A median annual maximum discharge value was then calculated (Q̃ ) for each hydrometric station.
As discussed in Hailegeorgis & Alfredsen (2017), although the index flood is generally the sample
mean of a set of annual maximum discharge values, index floods have also been evaluated based
on the sample median (eg. Wilson et al., 2011) at the suggestion of Robson & Reed (1999).
Finally, the index flood values (Q̃ ) were used to normalize the observed annual maximum
discharge values (Q) at their respective station (Qi = Q/ Q̃ ).”
The excerpt has been slightly edited for clarity. The revised text is copied below:
“A median annual maximum discharge value (Q̃ , “Qtilde”) was then calculated for each
hydrometric station. As discussed in Hailegeorgis & Alfredsen (2017), although the index flood is
generally the sample mean of a set of annual maximum discharge values, index floods have also

been evaluated based on the sample median (eg. Wilson et al., 2011) at the suggestion of Robson
& Reed (1999). Finally, the index flood values (Q̃ ) were used to normalize the observed annual
maximum discharge values (Q) at their respective station, resulting in a set of values designated
as Qi, such that Qi = Q/ Q̃ .”
Additionally, we have modified the following:
“Thus, the regional regression model derived a relationship between index flood (Q̃ ) and upstream
contributory area for each hydrometric station s or sub-catchment outlet. The relationship between
̃𝑠 ) (median of annual maximum discharge)
index flood at station i or at a subcatchment outlet (𝑄

and upstream contributory area (𝐴𝑠 ) is given by:
𝑄̃ 𝑠 = 𝑎𝐴𝑐𝑠 (1)
where 𝑎 is the index flood discharge response at a unit catchment outlet (or at a hydrometric
station) and 𝑐 is the scaling constant.”

14. Lines 298-299: Note that other large-scale flood modelling approaches also don’t require
channel geometry (e.g. Wing et al. 2017).
2D methods such as LISFLOOD in Wing et. al. 2017 do not require explicit channel geometry
specification, rather it is apparent in the input DEM and is resolved by the methods itself, entailing
substantial computational power. By “hydraulic methods” we meant typical 1D methods such as
the 1-D St. Venant shallow water equation (Brunner, 2016) or the solving of Manning’s equation.
We have changed the line accordingly. The edited text is copied below:
“Hydraulic methods of discharge calculation typically entail hydraulic parameters derived from
the known geometry of a channel. The knowledge of a channel’s cross sectional design is a
requirement for many one-dimensional flood routing models, for instance the one-dimensional St.
Venant equation (Brunner, 2016). The requirement of the cross-section being perpendicular to the
flow direction makes it an implicit problem and also dependent on the choice of cross-section
position as well as the distance at which the points are taken on the cross-section. In the current
practice of hand designing it makes it subjective and draws substantial uncertainty in the
inundation simulation. Alternatively, HAND-based models do not explicitly solve the Manning’s
equation at individual cross-section, but rather solve for a catchment averaged version of it, by
considering a river as a summation of infinite cross-sections. As such, the inherent uncertainty is
avoided.”

15. Lines 311-312: Do you have an uncertainty estimate on slope estimated with the 30m x
30m DEM? As indicated above, having more information on the vertical accuracy of the
DEM would be useful.
An uncertainty discussion has been added, in addition to the information on vertical accuracy
provided in the response to RC1 #5. The relevant text is copied below:
“The uncertainty in the vertical dimension affects the slopes of individual pixels, the upslope
contributing area, and can potentially affect the quality of extracted hydrologic features (Lee et al.,
1992, 1996; Liu, 1994; Ehlschlaeger and Shortridge, 1996). Hunter and Goodchild (1997) whilst
investigating the effect of simulated changes in elevation at different levels of spatial
autocorrelation on slope and aspect calculations, indicated the importance of a stochastic
understanding of DEMs. The Monte Carlo method (Fisher, 1991) could potentially shed some light
on this kind of uncertainty. However, in our case it was beyond the focus of our study and we
assumed the vertical uncertainty is small enough to not affect our large-scale flood modeling
simulations.”
16. Line 320: Why did you choose the Lotter method? In Tullis (2012), it is stated (p. 72) that
“Pillai (1962) concluded that the Horton relationship performed the best and that the Lotter
relationship gave inconsistent results.” On the same page, Tullis (2012) indicates:
“Flintham and Carling (1992) evaluated the Horton, Colebatch, Pavlovskii, and Lotter
methods. They concluded that the Pavlovskii relationship was the most accurate, the
Horton and Colebatch relationships were satisfactory, and the Lotter relationship
performed poorly. Four of the five relationships evaluated in the three different studies
were identified at least once as a “best performer,” but consensus was not achieved
regarding an overall best method. The Lotter relationship, on the other hand, was singled
out in each study as “not recommended for use.”
It is important to note that, while the Lotter Method was selected for use in the initial manuscript
because of its simple but powerful assumption that the total discharge is the sum of all the subarea discharge (Chow, 1959), the composite Manning’s n method can be easily interchanged
within the InundatEd system. We agree that the Lotter method was not the best initial selection,
but have also established that the selection of the Manning’s n method had a very small impact on
the final outcome in terms of the median CSIs for our five comparison cases (Grand River
watershed RP 100; Ottawa River watershed RP 16.52; Ottawa River watershed RP 25.96; Ottawa
River watershed RP 26.5; and Ottawa River watershed RP 42.69).
To demonstrate this, the suggested methods from this comment, and a number of others, were used
instead of the Lotter method to generate simulated floods for each of the five comparison cases.
These simulated floods were compared to the observed floods as before, and the same metrics were
recalculated (including the CSI metric requested in previous comments). Specifically, the
following methods were tested: the Colebatch method, the Cox method, the Horton Method, the
Krishnamurthy Method, the Pavlovskii Method, and the Yen Method.

Tables are now provided in the Supplementary Materials (Tables S3 and S4, the highest median
CSI for each case is highlighted in bold) which give the 25th percentile, median, and 75th
percentile CSI values which resulted from each Manning’s n method, for each comparison case.
The range of CSI values for each metric (25th percentile, median, and 75th percentile) is also
included for each comparison case, as evidence of the small impact changing Manning's n method
had on the final results. For instance, for the Grand River watershed comparison case, the median
CSI value had a range of only 0.016. The ranges of the median CSI values for the four Ottawa
River watershed cases are: 0.079, 0.064, 0.022, and 0, for return periods 16.52, 25.96, 26.5, and
42.69 respectively.
In light of these results and the feedback given regarding the Lotter method, we have switched our
main method, for the purposes of other reporting and visualizations, to the Krishnamurthy method
(Table 4, Figures 6-9). This is now indicated in the manuscript and copied below:
“Of the binary comparison results for the 7 composite Manning’s n methods listed in Section 2.2.3,
the Krishnamurthy method yielded the highest median CSI values (Table S3 for the Grand River
watershed and Table S4 for the Ottawa River watershed). As such, it was selected for further
visualization and discussion.”
17. Line 325: (Figure 4) This figure has a lot of details which may not be needed, particularly
since the HAND method is widely known.
We have substituted a more concise version of Figure 4 (now Figure 2).
18. Line 397: These 2 stations should be identified on Figure 1
The two stations are now identified on Figure 1.
19. Line 403: divided (instead of divded)
This typo has been corrected.
20. Line 447: Are there references related to flood modelling validation for the use of
Matthews Correlation Coefficient? The reference cited here (Chicco & Jurman, 2020) is in
the Genomics field. The Critical Success Index (CSI) seems more commonly used for flood
modelling validation (e.g. the two listed references), so why not use it here to facilitate
comparisons with other studies, for example Wing et al. (2017) who obtained a score of
55.2% for their flood maps of the United States.
Although no references for the use of the MCC for flood model validation were included in the
manuscript, the MCC has been used in the context of flood model validation. See, for instance,
Rahmati et al. (2020) (full citation below), wherein the MCC was used to evaluate the agreement
between observed flood data and simulated floods, with respect to flood extent. Another recent
example of MCC’s use in a flood model validation context can be found in Esfandiari et al. (2020)
(full citation below). Additionally, it is important to note that Chicco & Jurman (2020) encourages
the use of the MCC, rather than the F1 and Accuracy, “in evaluating binary classification tasks by

all scientific communities”, not just by the Genomics field in which the Chicco & Jurman paper
was situated (i.e., we see no reason, other than tradition, why the MCC shouldn’t be used in this
context). However, we agree that the CSI is widely used and thus facilitates result comparisons.
As such, we have modified the manuscript to include the CSI in all figures, tables, and results
discussions, replacing the metric Accuracy (a known unreliable metric). Additionally, Esfandiari
et al. (2020) and Rahmati et al. (2020) have been added to the manuscript.
Esfandiari, M., Abdi, G., Jabari, S., McGrath, H., & Coleman, D. (2020). Flood hazard risk
mapping using a pseudo supervised random forest. Remote sensing, 12 (19), 1-23. DOI:
10.3390/rs12193206
Rahmati, O., Darabi, H., Panahi, M., Kalantari, Z., Naghibi, S. A., Ferreira, C. S. S., et al.
(2020). Development of novel hybridized models for urban flood susceptibility mapping. Scientific
Reports, 10(1), 1-19. DOI: 10.1038/s41598-020-69703-7.

21. Line 456 (Figure 6): I don’t think this figure is needed. Providing HAND results (what are
the units on Figure 6a,b?) at the scale of such watersheds is not really useful, and there is
also little value to showing the drainage network or the Manning’s n values, already
presented in a table.
Figure 6 has been removed from the modified manuscript and shifted to supplementary as Figure
S3. The unit of HAND is meters.
22. Lines 464-466: “The difference in correlation quality can be accounted for in part by the
difference in the relative complexities of the delineated networks of the Grand River and
Ottawa River watersheds.” This is not a sufficient explanation for such a marked difference
in correlation values between the two watersheds. What are the “relative complexities” of
the network of the Ottawa River watershed that would explain that several points are not
at all following the 1:1 slope?
Please refer to the reply of RC1 # 2.
23. Line 482: The information on dams on the Ottawa and Grand River watersheds should be
provided here. To the best of my knowledge, about 40% of the flow is controlled by dams.
What is the situation on the Grand River? As indicated below, dam information presented
in supplementary material could easily be integrated into Figure 1.
Please refer to the reply of RC1 #10.

24. Lines 490-491: “As expected, for the stations with high observation counts (n = 101 and n
= 84 for the Grand River watershed (Figure 8a) and Ottawa River watershed (Figure 8b),
respectively) the theoretical and estimated return periods are closer, at least for lower return

periods.” I find this sentence confusing. First, it seems to imply that there are stations with
lower observation counts, but these are the only two stations presented. Then, the
theoretical and estimated return periods are indeed close for low return period, but not at
all for longer return period (even when less than the 5T threshold), which seems
problematic.
This section has been edited for clarity and discussion regarding the pre-5T differences between
the theoretical and estimated quantiles. The two stations (02KF001 for the Ottawa River watershed
and 02GA034 for the Grand River watershed) were selected based on their relatively high
observation counts. 02GA034 has 46 years of record and 02KF001 has 34. An error in these figures
(the count label) has been corrected. The relevant text is copied below:
“The dotted lines on Figures 5a and 5b represent the 5T threshold - the return period limit beyond
which flood simulations can not be reasonably estimated. The 5T threshold requires that, for the
reasonable estimation of a quantile for a desired return period T, there be at least 5T years of data
(Hailegeorgis & Alfredsen, 2017; Jacob et al., 1999). As expected, the theoretical and estimated
return periods are comparable for low return periods. However, and as shown in Figure 5, the
theoretical and estimated quantiles deviate at lower RP values than the 5T threshold for both
stations. This disagreement between the theoretical and estimated quantiles recalls the assumption
of homogeneity for each watershed (Burn, 1997) - estimations of higher return periods, considering
the 5T rule, would require more observations. However, further sub-sampling the stations into
regional homogeneous groups would have reduced the data quantity substantially for each group.”
25. Lines 497-505: The link between this paragraph and the previous ones is not clear and,
overall, this paragraph seems out of place. It is the first time that the hexagonal gridding
system is mentioned, and it is difficult to understand why it is problematic. I suggest
removing this paragraph.
This paragraph has been removed from the revised manuscript.
26. Lines 518: Why did you not include the CSI, since you are testing 4 metrics?
The previously used indices Accuracy has been replaced in the manuscript by the CSI. CSI was
calculated but not included in the visualizations.We have modified the manuscript and results to
incorporate CSI, per previous responses.
27. Line 520: (Figure 10): Why is the scale not the same in each of the figures? And why is
the area covered for RP 42.69 different from the other maps? Table 4 should be mentioned
here, as it is easier to compare with other large-scale flood modelling approaches (e.g.
Wing et al. 2017) with actual values than with maps. It would also be easier to use the CSI
for this comparison.
The scale differs between the subfigures of Figure 10 (now Figure 7) due to differences in the
number and location of the evaluated subcatchments (recorded in Table 4 as “Number of evaluated
subcatchments”). The reason for these variations is discussed in Section 2.5.3. In short, only

subcatchments with contributory upstream areas similar to the hydrometric station of interest were
included. Additionally, it was necessary that historical data be available for any evaluated
subcatchment, in order to evaluate the simulated flood results. As such, certain subcatchments,
although they met the upstream area criterion, were not included due to a lack of historical data.
Thus, the discrepancy between subfigures a), c), and e) is a result of differences in the availability/
extents of the observed (historical) flood polygons (listed in Table 3). With respect to subfigures
g) and h), these are in a different location than subfigures a) - f) since they are centred on a different
hydrometric station, necessitating a specific scale bar and north arrow. A reference to Table 4 has
been included.

28. Line 527-528 : Wing et al. (2017) also used a 30-m DEM, and Sampson et al. (2015) a 90m DEM, and they obtained a fit index of 55.2% and 75%, respectively. Perhaps the problem
is more related to the HAND approach compared to the hydraulic modelling approach?
We agree a 2D hydraulic modeling approach would yield much more physically justifiable results,
especially in the cases of braided rivers with very slight channel slopes. However, a 2D approach
requires substantial increases in computational and processing power. We believe that a higher
resolution DEM for the areas in the downstream portion of the Ottawa river basin - where the river
network connectivity was extremely complex and hard to follow based on single downstream
direction assumption-, would have provided a more realistic representation of the system, in turn,
a better result. The modified text reads;
“Although the results for both the Grand River watershed and the Ottawa River watershed suggest
substantial agreement between the respective observed and simulated flood extents, a number of
considerations, including input data characteristics and metric bias, require that the presented
results be taken with caution and, in some cases, offer clear paths for improvement. With respect
to input data, the simulated floods presented within this case study are limited by the initial use of
a 30m x 30 DEM raster. As concluded by Papaioannou et al. (2016), floodplain modelling is
sensitive to both the resolution of the input DEM and to the choice of modelling approach.
Additionally, and as discussed in Section 2.2.3, there are some inherent limitations of the HANDbased modeling approach.”
29. Line 531: Considering that you are not providing a lot of information on the uncertainty in,
for example, the slope estimates (see above comment), it remains difficult to be convinced
that the problem is with the flood extent polygons. It is also interesting to note that Lim
and Brandt (2019), cited here, list CSI in their approaches, but not MCC. Further
justification is needed for not using CSI in this study.
Please see the RC1#28. The CSI has been added to all discussions, tables, and results
visualizations.
30. Line 545: Again, it is difficult to understand why an index that would allow for comparison
with previous studies (such as the CSI) was not used. Providing references where MCC
was used to assess the success of simulated floods would be useful.

Please see the above replies, particularly RC1 #20. The CSI index has been added to all
discussions, tables, and results visualizations.
31. Line 550: The depth value should still be indicated in the green-red colour scheme on
Figure 11. Otherwise, you should use a single fill colour (the same comment applies to
Figure 12).
Figures 11 and 12 (now Figures 8 and 9) have been edited to use only a single fill colour as opposed
to a gradient, as the focus of these figures is flood extent, not flood depth.
32. Line 554: It seems obvious that a MCC of 0.95 is associated with a strong model success,
so I am not sure to understand what is meant here.
The referenced inset figures were included to help the reader to understand and interpret
the values of the MCC metric, by visualizing specific simulated vs observed floods.
Although we agree that a higher value should be intuitively associated with better model
success, we wished to provide evidence beyond a simple accounting of the final MCC
values. In the updated Figures 8 and 9, the intention is the same - to aid in understanding
and interpretation of our binary classification results and to provide further evidence
beyond a simple accounting of the final CSI values.
33. Line 563: The position of dams should be indicated in Figure 1, not in supplementary
material.
Figure 1 has been revised to include the location of the dams and other features requested in
previous comments..
34. Line 568: It is possible (instead of it’s possible)
This typo has been corrected.
35. Line 576: So a single fill colour should be used instead of the green-red legend in Figure
12.
Figures 11 and 12 (now 8 and 9) have been updated to use a single fill colour. Please see the
response to RC1 #31 above.
36. Line 593: This should have been mentioned earlier, when presenting Figures 9 and 10.
A reference to Table 4 can now be found at the mentioned position:
“Binary classification results for the Grand River watershed are shown in Figure 6 for four
comparison metrics: Critical Success Index, Matthews Correlation Coefficient, True Positive Rate,
and True Negative Rate. Figure 7 presents Critical Success Index and Matthews Correlation
Coefficient results for the four Ottawa River watershed cases, with True Positive and True
Negative results presented in Supplementary Figure S5. Table 4 lists the number of subcatchments
evaluated, the median CSI, and the median MCC for each of the 5 test return periods. The median
values of additional metrics are provided in Table S5.”
37. Lines 605-607: “The moderately high FDR value of 0.44 for the 42.69-year return period
and the observed overestimation of flood extent (Figure 12B) may be a result of high local
Manning’s n values.” It is not clear why high Manning’s n values would only play a role
in this case.
The discussion has been revised in the current manuscript,

“The moderately high FDR value of 0.44 for the 42.69-year return period and the observed
overestimation of flood extent (discussed below) may be a result of high local Manning’s n values.
In addition, the influences of flat terrain (Lim & Brandt, 2019) and anabranch must be considered
as it can disrupt the assumption of a single drainage direction for each pixel during sub-catchment
delineation. Additional factors potentially influencing the overestimation are the problems
inherent to HAND-based modeling, as discussed in section 2.2.3. The topography of the area of
the Ottawa River watershed wherein the extent comparisons were made is relatively flat with
multiple anabranches and thus can lead to chaotic network delineation.”
38. Line 611: relatively (instead of realtively)
This typo has been corrected.
39. Line 613: It is the first time the burning of the polygon network is mentioned.
This information was presented in the GIS pre-processing section (copied below):
“ArcGIS Desktop’s Raster Calculator tool was used to burn the river network vector into the DEM
to ensure the consistency of the river network between the dem delineated and observed.”
40. Supplementary material: Table S1: The number of digits after the decimal point should be
consistent and reasonable (e.g. 5 digits for discharge values in m3/s is too many). The same
comment applies to Table S2.
The number of decimal points in all tables (main and supplementary) have been reduced and
checked for consistency.
41. Line 724: Dalrymple (instead of Darlymple)
This error has been corrected.

RC2:
1. The paper contains much extraneous detail and a number of unnecessary figures, creating
a long paper that is difficult to follow in places. Consider which information the reader
requires to understand your model, how it works, and how it performs. For instance,
equations 2 and 8, figure 6, parts of section 2.2.2 and 3.1.
We removed the figures and equations from the revised manuscript. Also, we have combined other
figures together to reduce the figure number.
2. The novel aspects of this framework either do not exist or are inadequately emphasised.
The presented RFFA does not appear to be much different from Hailegeorgis & Alfredsen
(2017). Much of the Canadian RFFA literature by the likes of Taha Ouarda and Donald
Burn is omitted. Advances in large-scale RFFA have been presented in, for instance,

Faulkner et al. (2016, doi:10.1080/07011784.2016.1141665) or Smith et al. (2015,
doi:10.1002/2014WR015814) and so the authors should be clear about what is novel about
their approach. Similarly, the use of HAND in flood inundation prediction is well
documented and so the authors must make clearer what is novel about their approach.
Again, key literature on this front such as Afshari et al. (2018,
doi:10.1016/j.jhydrol.2017.11.036), Liu et al. (2018, doi:10.1111/1752-1688.12660), and
Zheng et al. (2018, doi:10.1111/1752-1688.12661) is missing.
We have expanded our Introduction/ literature review to include the papers mentioned in this
comment, and to emphasize the novel aspects of our paper. Overall, the novelty of this research is
the application of a big-data, discrete-global grid systems architecture and data model to the
context of flood modelling, which expands on the existing methods in the literature by addressing
a number of shortcomings and challenges. To that end, this paper introduces a novel, open-source
web application (InundatEd) which allows the results of the discrete global grid system-based
flood model to be presented in a publicly accessible and open-source format. For further details,
please see the response to RC1 #1.

3. The limitations on the functionality of the presented model are inadequately discussed.
How does the requirement for quality river gauge data with long records impair the ability
to deploy this model at large scales elsewhere? The limitations and inaccuracies of ‘planar’
models such as HAND are well known, but this is not discussed to any meaningful degree.
The suggested literature above, amongst others, shows how physics-lite modelling
approaches often correspond poorly with observations of flood inundation.
The long-term flow record from homogeneous stations are essential for design of regional
regression models. The unavailability of which affects the flood magnitude computations
specifically for the upper quantiles (5T rule). We have included this in our discussion in the revised
manuscript (copied below):
“Some of the limitations of this framework include the long-term flow records and homogenous
stations required for the creation of regional regression models. A dearth of long-term data affects
flood magnitude computations specifically for the upper quantiles (5T rule, Section 3.1).”
With respect to the limitations inherent to the HAND method, copied below:
“However, the simplistic HAND-based model struggles to simulate proper inundation extent in
case of complex conditions such as meandering main channels and confluences (Afshari et. al.
2017). This model doesn’t capture the dynamic flow characteristics such as backwater effects
created by flood mitigation structures. Therefore, users have to be cautious in such cases.”

4. The inferences made arising from model validation results are often unsupported. For
instance, the wild overprediction in Figure 11b is not unusual for models not grounded in

a derivation of the shallow water equations. Where the benchmark flood is not valley filling
and takes place in a wide, flat floodplains – as seems the case in this panel – the failure to
simulate the flow of water can often lead to overprediction. Instead, the authors suggest
grid resolution may be the issue. I suggest a more in-depth analysis in this section with
evidence for the conclusions drawn.
The simplistic HAND-based model, which is not based on derivation from the shallow water
equations, struggles to simulate proper inundation extent in case of complex conditions such as
meandering main channels and confluences (Afshari et. al. 2017) and leads to overestimation. This
model doesn’t capture the dynamic flow characteristics such as backwater effects created by flood
mitigation structures. In case of 11B (now 8B) the location is both affected by multiple upstream
and downstream dams as well as the river appears to be meandering. These are potential causes of
the failure of the HAND model and of the unrealistic simulations.
The modified lines are copied below:
“The Grand River watershed yielded a median False Discovery Rate (FDR) of 0.117, and the four
Ottawa River watershed cases yielded respective median FDRs of 0.019, 0.01, 0.006, and 0.44 for
the evaluated subcatchments. The moderately high FDR value of 0.44 for the 42.69-year return
period and the observed overestimation of flood extent (discussed below) may be a result of high
local Manning’s n values. In addition, the influences of flat terrain (Lim & Brandt, 2019) and
anabranch must be considered as it can disrupt the assumption of a single drainage direction for
each pixel during sub-catchment delineation. Additional factors potentially influencing the
overestimation are the problems inherent to HAND-based modeling, as discussed in Section
2.2.3.”
The relevant excerpt from 2.2.3 is copied below:
“However, the simplistic HAND-based model struggles to simulate proper inundation extent in
case of complex conditions such as meandering main channels and confluences (Afshari et. al.
2017). This model doesn’t capture the dynamic flow characteristics such as backwater effects
created by flood mitigation structures. Therefore, users have to be cautious in such cases.”

5. The lack of a requirement for channel geometry is not clear to me. An understanding of
how much flow remains in-channel, which would have no meaningful representation in the
DEM, would surely create a much more accurate model. Indeed, I do not know how one
can hope to simulate floods such as 1.25, 1.5, 2.0, 2.33 year recurrence (most of which
would presumably remain in-bank) without understanding channel conveyance. I think this
needs to be further unpacked.

We agree with the reviewer that the in-channel geometry (bathymetry) is not meaningfully
represented by a DEM. However, when we talked about channel geometry requirements, we were
referring to knowledge of a channel’s cross sectional design - a requirement of many onedimensional flood routing models (eg. one dimension St. Venanet eq.). The requirement of the
cross-section being perpendicular to the flow direction makes it an implicit problem and also
dependent on the choice of cross-section position as well as the distance at which the points are
taken on the cross-section. In the current practice of manually designing it makes it subjective and
draws substantial uncertainty in the inundation simulation. Alternatively, HAND-based models do
not explicitly solve the Manning’s equation at individual cross-section, but rather solve for a
catchment averaged version of it, by considering a river as a summation of infinite cross-sections.
As such, the inherent uncertainty is avoided.
We agree that the inclusion of in-channel geometry would improve the simulation of the flood,
particularly for the low-RP floods where flow would presumably remain in-bank for any flood
simulation model. We have updated the discussion to reflect this.
“Hydraulic methods of discharge calculation typically entail hydraulic parameters derived from
the known geometry of a channel. The knowledge of a channel’s cross sectional design is a
requirement for many one-dimensional flood routing models, for instance the one-dimensional St.
Venant equation (Brunner, 2016). The requirement of the cross-section being perpendicular to the
flow direction makes it an implicit problem and also dependent on the choice of cross-section
position as well as the distance at which the points are taken on the cross-section. In the current
practice of hand designing it makes it subjective and draws substantial uncertainty in the
inundation simulation. Alternatively, HAND-based models do not explicitly solve the Manning’s
equation at individual cross-section, but rather solve for a catchment averaged version of it, by
considering a river as a summation of infinite cross-sections. As such, the inherent uncertainty is
avoided.”
6. Damage computation is mentioned, but not demonstrated or tested. Consider dropping this
component or illustrating a use case – as presently there is no scientific contribution on this
front.
Section 2.2.4 (Damage Computation) has been moved to the Supplementary document (Section
S1). We agree that it has little value as a scientific contribution, but prefer to keep it as
Supplementary information due to its relevance to the functionality of the InundatEd web
application.
7. Validation results require much further explanation and contextualisation (groundin in
literature). For instance, I have no idea what to take from lines 472-477. The Matthews
Correlation Coefficient is not widely used and so makes contextualization impossible. The
reader needs more help in understanding what the validation results mean. Equally, it is
unclear whether the authors have made errors in their computation or whether the MCC is
unfit for purpose: any metric which rewards figure 11b higher than 12b is clearly not doing
its job. Consider a more widely used metric so the reader can understand, to some extent,

how your model compares to others in this field. Secondly, consider the purpose of the
validation in the context of the purpose of the model. What is the point of your model?
What is it meant for? How good does it therefore need to be? If you are computing
damages, your benchmark may be higher as this requires accurate depths – if so, test how
well the model replicates depths.
To facilitate comparisons, the widely used Critical Success Index (CSI) has been included in all
results visualizations, tables, and discussions as recommended in this and previous comments. We
agree that the MCC is not widely used in flood literature and that the CSI allows for much better
comparisons. The MCC was originally selected due to its robustness against imbalanced classes
and its advantages over F1 and Accuracy, as described in Chicco & Jurman (2020). Please see the
response to RC1 # 20 for further details and references regarding the use of MCC in the context
of flood extents.
With respect to the discrepancy between Figure 11b (now Figure 8b) and Figure 12b (now Figure
9b), a calculation error had been made - we thank the reviewer for bringing this clear mistake to
our attention, and have rectified and reviewed accordingly. It may now be seen that Figure 8b visually a much worse comparison scenario than 9b- yielded CSI values of 0.17 and 0.22. In
contrast, Figure 8b yielded a CSI value of 0.66.
Additional discussion has been added which compares the CSI results of this study to the CSI
results of others in the field, as well as additional comparisons of the F1 index. The relevant text,
starting at Lines (), is copied below.
“The results reported herein are comparable to previously published binary classification values.
For instance, Wing et al. (2017) achieved CSI values of 0.552 and 0.504 for a 100-year return
period flood model of the conterminous United States at a 30m resolution.
Additionally, the median F1 score (Chicco & Jurman, 2020) for the Grand River watershed was
0.85. The median F1 scores for Ottawa River watershed return periods 26.5, 16.52, 25.96, and
42.69 were 0.96, 0.95, 0.95, and 0.94 respectively. Such results are approximately in line with
Pinos & Timbe (2019), who achieved F1 values from 0.625 to 0.941 for 50-year RP floods using
a variety of 2D dynamic models. Afshari (2017) achieved F1 values from 0.48 - 0.64 for the 10year, 100-year, and 500-year return periods when comparing a HAND-based simulation against a
HEC-RAS 2D control. Lim & Brandt (2019) which determined that low-resolution DEMs are
capable of yielding relatively high comparison metrics (eg F1 values approximately >= 0.80) in
situations where Manning’s n varies widely over space.”
Many areas (in Canada) have no or outdated flood maps and the goal of this study is simple widely
available flood inundation mapping through a web interface which can be recomputed on the fly.
We lack the necessary datum information for river stages for different gauging stations to properly
compare the depths in the river. Also, no flood inundation depths available for comparison for
different test cases. We removed the damage computation section from the revised manuscript.

Some of the (necessary) figures require improvement. The colour scales on figures 9 and 10 make
it difficult to discriminate ‘good’ from ‘bad’. There is no key on the depth grid for figures 11 and
12, but should just be made a single block colour anyway as this is a binary comparison.
In addition to the inclusion of the CSI in all plots, tables, and discussions, the colour scale of
Figures 9 and 10 (now 6 and 7) have been modified for easier viewing and interpretation. Figures
11 and 12 (now 8 and 9) have been modified to use a single block colour instead of a colour
gradient.

